
never been anything more than unnecessary, over-

staffed, and under-funded clones. Their spending con-

tinually exceeds their revenues, keeping them in a

constant state of borderline financial crisis. In order to

take full advantage of the benefits of fiscal decentraliza-

tion and the attendant division of surplus offered by the

taxation system crafted under Hu and Zhao, local gov-

ernments depended year after year upon the assistance

of banks to maintain the deception of abundance that

allowed them to continue “running on empty.”Without

such assistance, local administrations would not be able

to pay their employees’ salaries.

With the immense pressure of impending bankruptcy

bearing down upon them, local officials in the reform

era tried every means possible to “develop broader

sources of revenue.”As Deng Xiaoping himself said,

whether a cat was black or white was of no concern: as

long as it could bring in revenue, it was a good cat. In

fact, it was also of no concern whether an official

robbed or swindled his way to “financial resources.”As

long as he brought in sufficient revenues for the admin-

istration, he was honored as a “capable administrator”

and a “good official.”

Zhu Rongji’s “economic reforms” only further com-

pounded the difficulties already facing local govern-

ments. These reforms and their attendant pressures

placed local officials in a particularly precarious posi-

tion that left them anxious and hungry to dig into

“their” residents’ pockets for gold. Thus, in the years

that followed these reforms,more exorbitant local taxes

and levies appeared than one could count. Rural resi-

dents, unable to pay the “required” local taxes, were

routinely subjected to inhumane treatment, such as the

destruction of their homes, theft of their cattle, plunder

of their food reserves, and the slaughter of their pigs.
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In late 1999, the central government unveiled a new tax

policy intended to “alleviate the burdens placed on peas-

ants” by local administrations, but in practice these poli-

cies only compounded peasants’ hardships and suffering.

Jing Chu discusses the situation of one village in Guangxi.

I

It was Zhu Rongji’s unmatched talent for scraping

money out of the pockets of the common people that

inspired Deng Xiaoping to praise him for his “real grasp

of economics.” Even more importantly, it was this

unique skill of Zhu’s that inspired Deng to issue an

imperial order naming him Premier.

In my essay, “Li Kui1 Knows Economics Better than Zhu

Rongji,” I wrote: “Immediately upon taking office, Zhu

Rongji feigned blindness to the current reality to claim,

‘At the moment, there is an excessive concentration of

financial resources at the local level, which has left the

central government coffers completely empty.We need

to transfer a proper degree of control over these

resources to higher levels of government.’ Zhu’s sup-

posed ‘discovery’ led to a series of reforms to the tax

administration network. This network maintained the

basic structural framework of HuYaobang and Zhao

Ziyang’s system of fiscal decentralization, while manag-

ing to cancel out all of its benefits to the localities. The

reforms clearly delineated national and local tax rev-

enues, directing all of the main sources of revenue

toward the central government, leaving local govern-

ments with only a few scattered and negligible sources

of revenues . . . .”

Under the Communist Party’s one-party dictatorship,

the country’s multitudinous local administrations have
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Some rural residents were driven to the point of desper-

ation and even death. Faced with these “new circum-

stances,” some officials expressed their contempt for the

residents by coldly asserting: “If these unruly people

want to try dodging their responsibilities by killing

themselves, they can go ahead and do it! If they are

going to hang themselves, I’ll give them some rope. If

they are going to jump from a building, I’ll clear the

stairs to the top for them. If they plan to jump into a

well, I’ll be sure to open the wellhead for them. . . .”

In response to these disconcerting developments at the

local level, the central government unveiled its new tax-

ation policy of “three deductions and five charges”2 in

late 1999, in a supposed attempt to rein in some of the

excesses of local governments.While the stated aim of

this policy was to “alleviate the burdens placed on peas-

ants” by local administrations, in practice these policies

only compounded peasants’ hardships and suffering.

II

In my home county of Quanzhou [in the Guangxi

Zhuang Autonomous Region], the local government

took full advantage of the excuse of “three deductions

and five charges” provided by the central government.

They mobilized cadres, the police force, and even teach-

ers and public employees to come out in full force to

collect fees. Local peasant families, already facing their

share of hardship and misery, became the primary tar-

gets of these officials’malice as they not only collected

fees related to the unquestioned “three deductions and

five charges,” but also added a variety of local “fees” for

good measure. If collectors failed to complete their

assignments, penalties were deducted from their

salaries, or fines were passed on to the officials whose

villages failed to deliver the proper amount of revenues.

Should any village fail to hand over the money that the

local administration demanded,“compensation” could

also be sought by raising the tuition at the local school,

or in more extreme cases, completely depriving the vil-

lage children of an education or even cutting off their

power supply.

The manifold forms of punishment employed by the

local government eventually came to “train” the major-

ity of rural residents to obediently hand over whatever

charges that were demanded. However, the Quanzhou

County government’s “fee-collecting armies” happened

to encounter a few troublingly formidable enemies in

Yongsui Township’s MudaoVillage, part of the Muxia

Village Administrative Region and home to a number

of well-informed villagers. These more knowledgeable

residents attempted to exercise their rights and reason

with the collectors. Quite tellingly, the collectors’ argu-

ments for their actions were speedily rebutted to the

point that they fell silent in embarrassment, and

returned home empty-handed that day without the

necessary “rewards.”

The manifold forms of punishment

employed by the local government

eventually came to “train” the

majority of rural residents to

obediently hand over whatever

charges that were demanded.

By right of its long history,MudaoVillage, with a popu-

lation of more than 2,000 residents, has earned a

unique reputation in its immediate vicinity and sur-

rounding areas. According to genealogies, those by the

name of Jiang in Quanzhou are the descendants of for-

mer leader JiangWan, who fled Shu, one of the

renowned Three Kingdoms, and settled here to escape

theWestern Jin Dynasty’s persecutions. Sadly, thou-

sands of years later, the cycle of government persecu-

tion continues.MudaoVillage, where all of the

residents are named Jiang, has thus become a site where

the tradition of resisting government persecution is

kept alive.

Their failed attempt to collect revenues in Mudao left

the Yongsui Township Government unusually irate;

they were certain that it could only be a “small minor-

ity” of villagers who were audaciously placing obstacles

between them and their “rightful income.”Thus, on

November 7, 1999, of the lunar calendar, the township

government dispatched policemen and members of the

local security forces to sneak into MudaoVillage under

the veil of darkness in the middle of the night.While
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Quanzhou CountyWorking Group, they were all deter-

mined to use any power at their disposal to collect the

necessary revenues. However, just as they passed

through the village’s ancestral hall, they suddenly heard

a recurring “gong, gong, gong” as if someone was strik-

ing a cymbal, and a woman’s voice cried out: “The dev-

ils are coming!”All of the people of MudaoVillage, men

and women, young and old, understood this not partic-

ularly veiled hint and came charging out of their houses

to encircle the group of invading officials.

A crowd including Jiang Jisong, Jiang Junqiu, Jiang

Shibin, Jiang Shihang, and others immediately sur-

rounded and tied up the five officials in the group with-

out the slightest concern for their cries of protest,

proceeding to bind them to the pillars inside the vil-

lage’s ancestral hall. One person was tied to each pillar,

a few pillars were unoccupied. Reportedly, one of the

cadres fromYongsui Township was so terrified that he

completely lost all sense of shame and urinated in pub-

lic before all of his colleagues and the villagers. He thus
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they initially aimed to detain all who had confronted

their officials, they only succeeded in capturing two res-

idents: Jiang Shifen and Jiang Shihang. Other targeted

residents quickly learned of this initially secret mission

and were able escape without capture.Mudao’s numer-

ous alleys and lanes traverse the entire village, providing

easy paths of escape.

Despite their lack of success in tracking down all of the

opposing villagers, the Yongsui Township government

believed that the capture and incarceration of these two

“ringleaders”might serve to sufficiently frighten the

now“leaderless” residents into compliance, and thus

assumed that future attempts to collect payments in

MudaoVillage would proceed much more smoothly.

The next day, (November 8 on the lunar calendar), the

“fee-collecting army”once again rampagedMudaoVil-

lage. Led by Tang, the head of Yongsui Township, Xiao,

the Secretary of the Township’s Party Committee, and

Jiang, the head of the local armed forces, as well the sec-

retary of the local police station and members of the
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A security guard tries to prevent journalists from taking photographs. Photo credits: REUTERS/David Gray.
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became the laughingstock of the village. After tying

them up, local residents promptly declared that these

cadres would only be set free upon the release of their

unjustly detained neighbors.

The intense resistance that met these attempts to collect

levies in MudaoVillage bred great concern amongst

government officials throughout Quanzhou County.

Many feared that the brutal coercion inherent in the

practice of collecting the “three deductions and five

charges”might be discovered by their superiors. They

gathered together and sought urgent countermeasures

to resolve this situation.

The county government thus took prompt action,

sending delegates to MudaoVillage to negotiate with

the villagers. The negotiation process attained quick

results, which were articulated in an agreement drafted

by government officials Tang Xuyu and Jiang Shixiu.

The main points in this agreement are as follows:3

1. Collection of the “three deductions and five

charges” shall be conducted in accordance with

the relevant policies, and no overcharging shall be

permitted;

2. Tuition for MudaoVillage’s schoolchildren shall

be calculated according to prevailing standards

and shall not be linked in any way to the “three

deductions and five charges”;

3. Both sides agree to release all detainees. The five

cadres currently being held will be released only

after the two detained residents of Mudao are

returned to their village by the government;

4. The matters are hereafter resolved and concluded:

no further actions shall be taken.

After a successful exchange of “hostages,” the honest vil-

lagers had faith in the agreement and the government’s

promises, and thus returned, relieved, to working their

fields.

III

Despite the villagers’ faith in the government, little

more than a week later, the Huangsha River Power Sta-

tion nearly doubled the cost of electricity for Mudao

residents. The villagers promptly reported this change

to cadres in the Yongsui Township Government, who

responded,“Go and send some delegates to negotiate

with the power station!”

The villagers decided to send a group of five, including

Jiang Jisong, Jiang Jineng, Tang Fuyuan, and Jiang Jun-

qiu (Jiang Jisong’s nephew) to the Huangsha River

Power Station to discuss this sudden price hike. But dur-

ing the negotiations, the Yongsui Township government

deviously sent a group of personnel to surround the

power station and capture the villagers. Jiang Junqiu,

who was the youngest of the group,managed to escape

due to his sharp eyesight and youthful agility, but the

other four representatives were all taken into custody.

The Quanzhou County Public Security Bureau was

then ordered to send personnel into MudaoVillage in

the middle of the night again to detain Jiang Shibin,

Jiang Songying (Jiang Jisong’s wife and the woman who

struck the cymbal to warn of the officials’ approach),

Jiang Junqiu, Jiang Bukuan, and Jiang Benyan. Two

other wanted individuals, Jiang Shihang and Jiang

Shifen, luckily managed to escape their clutches. The

security forces, however, made up for these “losses” by

the indiscriminate nature of their arrests: that night,

they also detained more than 20 local women who had

dared to protest their actions. These brave women were

detained without charge or proper legal procedures and

held for more than 40 days, only to be released days

before the Chinese NewYear.

Following the suspicious “power supply incident” and

the subsequent government crackdown and detention

of countless residents,Mudao villagers soon realized

that they could no longer trust any of the government’s

promises. From the government’s perspective, however,

officials were confident that these two “hard strikes”

had provided a clear warning that would ensure the vil-

lagers’ future compliance. Based upon this assumption,

the officials decided to dispatch another group of over

2,000 special armed forces and a batch of German
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deceit. To do so, Jiang sold off his nine plow oxen, six

pigs, and one sow and piglet in order to raise funds to

appeal his son’s case in Beijing. However, after nearly

seven years of diligent efforts to petition for a reassess-

ment of the MudaoVillage case, Jiang and his wife had

completely drained all of their assets, and were left with

no choice but to beg their way back home from Beijing.

While they were unable to overturn this case, this cou-

ple’s years of determined appeals did manage to slightly

“move the heavens”: at one point the Ministry of Agri-

culture sent personnel to Guilin in hopes of conducting

an investigation in MudaoVillage. However, they were

intercepted by representatives of the local government

immediately upon their arrival in Guilin and brought

to a sumptuous feast at a local hotel, followed by a tour

of Guilin’s picturesque scenic spots. After receiving

their fill of fine foods and liquors, the representatives

from the Ministry of Agriculture returned to Beijing. In

the end, the Jiang family’s long-enduring efforts accom-

plished nothing besides cleaning out their family sav-

ings and leaving them penniless.
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Shepherds to encircle MudaoVillage while its residents

were deep in sleep. The police fired off over a dozen

flares, illuminating the village as if it were daytime, and

announced that travel to MudaoVillage was “entry

only, with no exits.”After sealing off the village, police-

men were sent in to track down and arrest wanted sus-

pects, but left Mudao that night without finding any of

the wanted residents. One targeted individual, Jiang

Shihang, was later tracked down by the Yongsui Town-

ship government at a relative’s house in nearby Gangdi

Village while attending a funeral, and was arrested and

carried away directly from the funeral hall.

OnMarch 6, 2000, the Quanzhou County Court held a

preliminary hearing for the detained residents of

MudaoVillage. The county mobilized its fully-armed

military police to impose martial law.With one guard

post after another lining the streets, it seemed that the

local government was facing down its mortal enemy

rather than simply bringing a few of its residents to

trial.WhenMudao residents attempted to enter the

courthouse to watch the legal proceedings, they were

refused entry. Disappointed at the utter unfairness of

this entire affair, they stood outside of the courthouse

shouting loudly “Unjust! Unjust!” Eventually, an official

issued an indignant threat, “The next person to shout

anything will be arrested.”The police then took action:

that day, more than 40 additional residents of Mudao

Village were detained and held for days (during which

time many were subjected to brutal beatings) before

they were released.

IV

The residents of MudaoVillage were unable to accept

these irrationally harsh verdicts and decided to appeal

these cases to the Guilin Intermediate People’s Court.

While this court never specifically refused their cases, it

also never actually accepted or heard them, opting

instead to protect the officials and leave the unfortunate

residents of MudaoVillage in legal purgatory.

Jiang Jiadong, the father of Jiang Benyan, refused to

accept the absurdly severe sentence handed down to his

son, and aimed to fight these local officials’ attempts at
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The sentences issued in the so-called “public hear-
ing” were as follows:

Jiang Jisong: 23 years;

Jiang Songying (wife of Jiang Jisong, who did
nothing more than strike a cymbal): 11 years;

Jiang Junqiu (Jiang Jisong’s nephew): 13 years;

Jiang Shibin: 15 years;

Jiang Shifen: 13 years (detained when he
returned to his village prior to the annual “double
rush”4 festival to renew his identification card);

Jiang Shihang: 14 years;

Jiang Shijun: 13 years;

Jiang Benyan: 10 years (released early on bail,
currently employed outside of the county as a
migrant worker)

Jiang Bukuan: sentenced to 1.5 years (has
already served his term in full and been released).

“UNJUST! UNJUST!”
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The elderly Jiang Jiadong, who is now 71 years old, is

exhausted from his years of fruitless efforts, and no

longer has the resources to continue his fight. In the

end, all that he and his wife could do was abandon their

hopes, return home, and focus their energies on their

work in the fields.While their diligence and determina-

tion could not overturn their son’s case, this same dili-

gence and determination, when directed toward their

work in the fields, is the last hope for them to overcome

the utter poverty and destitution that has struck their

family.

Jiang Jiadong once told me,“When I was two years old,

my father died fighting in theWar of Resistance against

the Japanese invasion. Not long after, my mother

remarried.My early life was lonely and hard, actually

quite miserable. I didn’t even have the chance to attend

a single day of school. . . .”While Old Jiang never

learned to read or write, his dedication has left a great

impression upon me, and has certainly touched many

others. All that I can do at this point is to urge him to

consider his age and take better care of his health, and

to stop running around like a young man and exhaust-

ing himself.

Another character in this debacle was Jiang Shifen: after

spending eight years employed as a migrant worker

outside of Quanzhou County, Jiang assumed that the

entire affair must have come to an end. As the current

central government policies for the countryside seemed

to provide benefits far beyondMudao villagers’

demands of so many years before, Jiang Shifen inno-

cently assumed that he could now freely return to his

hometown. He thus paid a visit before this year’s double

rush to renew his identification card.Yet the times had

not changed as much as he assumed: the officials of

Quanzhou certainly had not forgotten Jiang Shifen, and

he was immediately taken into custody while applying

for his identification card.

I once asked the residents of MudaoVillage: “Do people

take care of the relatives of those imprisoned for pro-

tecting the whole village’s interests?”They told me of

their woes in this precarious situation: “Who would

dare to publicly express their support for these families?

To do so would be to stand in direct confrontation with

the government; they’d lock us up! On top of that, we

are all poor in this village like clay buddhas trying to

cross a river, we can barely even take care of ourselves.

No matter what we would like to do, the poor can’t

really help the poor. Some people have paid individual

visits to those serving time in Guilin and Luorong, but

no one has had a chance to visit those incarcerated in

more remote locations.”

Initially, on account of the troublesome lack of illegal

behavior on the part of the villagers, the government

had to perform some intricate legal acrobatics to justify

harsh sentences for the residents of MudaoVillage. This

lack of legal clarity, however, did not faze the Quanzhou

government. They quickly came up with an idea: when

security forces’ had encircled the village, one outcome

of the commotion was that villagers naturally decided

to come out and see what was happening, thus blocking

traffic on a dual-bridge section of the Guilin-Huangsha

Highway. The government used this accidental develop-

ment as legal evidence that the people of MudaoVillage

were “causing a public disturbance and disrupting traf-

fic,” and “inciting the overthrow of state power.” In this

way, they found the perfect means by which to deliver,

in accordance with the law, the harsh sentences desired.

Even the head of the local court, who

has always been quite willing to serve

as a docile tool of the government’s

interests, could not help but feel that

the verdicts handed out in these cases

were preposterous and clearly the

result of official whims. He thus

refused to sign his name or affix his

seal to any of the verdicts.

Due to this tenuous rationalization of the verdicts, even

the head of the local court, who has always been more

than willing to serve as a docile tool of the govern-

ment’s interests, could not help but feel that the verdicts

in these cases were preposterous and clearly the result

of official whims. He thus refused to sign his name or

affix his seal to any of the verdicts. However, his refusal

had no effect upon the officials’ determination to

“strictly enforce the law” and toss these poor villagers
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naturally left the residents of MudaoVillage with an

immense sense of distress and injustice.While I knew

of the general contours of this case as it was developing,

I had no detailed knowledge at the time of the timeline,

location, or persons involved. It was in fact my friend’s

request that finally drove me to take the time to go to

MudaoVillage. Upon my arrival in Mudao, I strolled

through this quite large village of more than 2,000 peo-

ple, and found that most everyone whom I met on my

wanderings was quite happy to discuss nearly any topic

with me. It was only when I brought up this case that

they would grow silent, as a look of panic came over

their faces. It was only later, after many attempts, that I

was finally able to find a knowledgeable elderly man

who provided me with a thorough introduction to the

more intricate details of this case. On the road home

fromMudaoVillage, as I remembered the looks of ter-

ror that appeared on the wronged but helpless villagers’

faces at the mention of this tragic case, I could not help

but cry to myself.

Today, I have recorded the people of MudaoVillage’s

trying and terrifying circumstances in writing, so as to

bring their tragedy to my readers’ attention, in hopes

that caring friends both at home and abroad might

extend a helping hand. I call for the immediate release

of all unfortunate villagers framed and imprisoned by

these disgraceful local officials: return them to freedom

now, and provide them with the proper compensation

for their wrongful imprisonment!

Many people say things like “watch out for ghosts” or

“watch out for tigers” to scare young children into

behaving themselves. But nowadays, young women in

MudaoVillage say, “The People’s Liberation Army is

coming, and they have brought their German Shep-

herds!” in order to frighten young children into behav-

ing themselves. It turns out that the PLA can be far

more terrifying than any ghosts or tigers could ever be.

This shows us what a massive and dark shadow this

entire affair has cast over the everyday lives of its vic-

tims, the residents of MudaoVillage.

Note: Jiang Jisong and his wife have one son, who left
MudaoVillage to find employment as a migrant worker

after his parents’ imprisonment. Local residents do not

know where he is currently. The Jiang family’s story is a
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into prison. Such a mockery of justice was only possible

because our country’s judicial system is completely

dominated by the Communist Party. The concept of

deciding a case in accordance with the law is nothing

more than a farce or, at best, a morbid joke. Today,

those detained so many years ago remain in prison:

Jiang Jisong is imprisoned in Guilin’s No. 6 Jail, Jiang

Songying is imprisoned in Nanning, and Jiang Shihang

and Jiang Shibin are imprisoned inWard No. 6 of the

Luorong Prison.

V

A friend from Guilin, Li Zhiyou, was imprisoned for

three years on charges of subversion for exercising his

right to freedom of association (which was supposedly

guaranteed by the PRC Constitution) by participating

in the establishment of the China Democracy Party in

1998. Li was formerly held in the same prison as Jiang

Jisong, and once beseeched me: “Jiang’s case is a real

tragedy. Both he and his wife are doing time in prison,

and his family has been completely ruined. The hunger

and forced labor of prison life have already tormented

and changed him to a point beyond recognition. He has

lost hearing in both ears, and I am afraid that soon he

may die here in prison.What will happen to his chil-

dren? You are from his county: is there anything that

you can do to help him?”

The brutality and inhumanity of Chinese prisons is

well-known among the citizens of our country, and the

reality of detainees becoming the unremunerated slaves

of Chinese prison superintendents is widely recognized.

I will be the first to admit that I am duty-bound to help

Jiang Jisong and his family, as well as the rest of the

Mudao villagers, to make it through these tragic times.

However, following the loss of my own job, I have had

no choice but to grin and bear a life of the utmost fru-

gality. Only since 2006 have I managed to collect a few

royalties for writings published abroad, which is just

enough to sustain myself. In this state, my inability to

help my fellow man has left me feeling nothing but guilt

and unease.

The heavy sentences handed down in these cases have
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more realistic portrayal of the oft-praised rapid devel-

opment of the Chinese economy.

Translated by Kevin Carrico

The original essay was published in HRIC’s Chinese-

language online journal: Jing Chu [荆楚], “11 Years in

Prison for Striking a Cymbal?”[一村妇敲了一次铜锣，
被判11年徒刑],Ren Yu Ren Quan [人与人权], Decem-

ber 2007, http://www.renyurenquan.org/ryrq_article.

adp?article_id=793.

Notes

1. Editor’s note: Li Kui, a character fromOutlaws of the Marsh,

is known as the “black tornado”due to his crude and violent

manner.

2. Translator’s note: According to state media, the term“three

deductions” refers to deductions for public reserve funds,

public welfare funds and management fees, while the term

“five charges” refers to charges for rural education, family

planning, militia training, rural road construction and sub-

sidies to entitled groups. “Language tips,”China Daily, [no

date], http://language.chinadaily.com.cn/chineseterm.shtml?

curp= 2&ty=s.

3. These points provide only a general idea of the agreement’s

content, as the villagers’ copy of the agreement was confis-

cated by a Yongsui Township cadre whenMudaoVillage was

later surrounded by an army of more than two-thousand

strong.

4. Translator’s note: “Double rush” is an annual agricultural

procedure consisting of rush-harvesting and rush-planting.
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